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Introduction to Plan Sets and Blueprint Reading Exam
It is important for an architectural drafting and design class to have references and drawing
assignments to fit the needs of all the students in the areas of architectural drawing, creative
design, and testing. This instructional aid has a series of architectural plan sets, blueprintreading questions, and answers for the instructor – all designed to help achieve the goals of an
architectural drafting and design class.
How the information is organized
Plan Sets and Blueprint Reading Exam is published in three volumes. One volume includes
the plan sets – nine in all – with from six to 22 individual drawings per set. For ease of use,
questions about the drawings are provided in a separate volume designed to be used as a
consumable workbook. An answer key booklet is also available. To make grading easier, the
format of the answer key matches the format of the workbook.
Level of difficulty
The blueprint reading questions range from very simple to complex. The plan sets begin with
a very simple potting shed and end with a full set of working drawings with all the required
construction details, schedules, and specifications. Two of the drawing sets are metric. Use of
the metric system is now nearly universal. It is recommended that students become proficient
with both English and metric systems of measure.
Many of the drawings in the plans have been reduced to fit an 8-1/2" x 11” format. These
reduced-sized drawings are NTS (Not To Scale). Therefore, it important that students read the
dimensions on the drawings and not use a scale to determine measurements.
How the material can be used
In addition to being an effective examination tool, Plan Sets and Blueprint Reading Exam can be
used for homework assignments or reproduced as transparencies for an overhead projector.
The plans may be copied by students using manual drafting techniques or CAD software. We
request that you do not reproduce the material in any other way.
The instructor may use the answer columns in the workbook to correct the blueprint-reading
questions or have the students correct their own work and then review the incorrect answers.
All students should eventually answer all the questions correctly, ensuring that they will be well
grounded in the subject area of architectural blueprint reading and design.
Reorder numbers for Plan Sets and Blueprint Reading Exam are as follows:
81861 Questions booklet
81862 Plan Sets book
81841 Answer Key
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Plan Set 1 – Potting Shed
Six Drawings
80 Questions
Note: Many of the drawings have been reduced or enlarged to fit
the page. Do not use a scale to determine measurements. Read
the dimensions on the plan.
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